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Welcome 
This is the first Network News of 2022 and the first using this revised 
layout. It’s been designed to make articles easier to copy and insert in 
your own Newsletters where appropriate.  Please let me know what 
you think.  All the artwork/graphic images used have either been 
created specially or taken from libraries such as Creative Commons 
or Microsoft 365 or used with agreement from the owner. 

 
 

 
 

Room Hire Fees – Warning! 
I’ve received several reports that u3as are experiencing increases in room hire fees for monthly 
meetings and interest groups.  Some rises are quite substantial – up to 50%. If you haven’t had 
such conversations yet, don’t be surprised if they happen quite soon.  Increases in energy prices 
are one of the causes as unlike domestic consumers, the price cap doesn’t apply to most non-
domestic establishments, so they’ve already been hit with higher costs than they’d budgeted 
for. They also have to try and recoup some of the loss of income during the pandemic just to be 
able to survive and continue to offer their services. 

2 Into 1 Does Go! 
With the start of a New Year, we also welcome a new u3a to our Network. 
Harborough Welland u3a has been created from the merger of Market 
Harborough and South Leicestershire u3as and follows many months of 
hard work, countless meetings and much negotiation, especially from 
the Steering Group.  It’s clear that a great deal of thought and planning 
have gone into their offering, evidenced by an excellent website that’s 
well worth having a look at – https://hwu3a.org.uk. We wish them every 
success in this exciting new venture. 

 
 

Regional Trustee 
Most of you will be aware that our representative on the Third Age Trust Board, is Jean Hogg, the 
Regional Trustee for the East Midlands.   Jean produces a newsletter most months and her first 
for 2022 is attached.  What you may not know is that Jean is in her 4th year as Regional Trustee 
which means she has to retire from that role during 2022.  We will, therefore, need someone new 
to step up to that role by the time of the AGM in August.  Could that be you or someone else from 
your u3a?   If so please contact Jean – details in her Newsletter – and she will provide whatever 
details you need about the role. 

https://hwu3a.org.uk/
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Online Learning 
Here are just a few of the topics available during January & February.  Further information can be found 
on the national website at https://www.u3a.org.uk/events/educational-events.  

 

Tech Times   Issue 00   Month Year 

Find out more about your u3a Network at https://u3asites.org.uk/landr 
To contact your Network email coordinator@landru3a.org.uk 

 
 

Additional Speaker and Presenter 
There are 2 PDF files enclosed for this topic. 
The first is updated details for Jenny Mallin, a speaker originally brought to your attention in June 
2021.  Jenny has asked that her details are recirculated in case you have to revert to holding 
monthly meetings solely by Zoom. 
The second ‘presenter‘ may be somewhat familiar to you!!  I’ve created a talk/presentation about 
the 1960s TV programme ‘Juke Box Jury’, which I’m sure many will remember.  Full details are in 
the PDF enclosed.  In these rather uncertain COVID times, if you get a last-minute cancellation of 
a speaker, I may be available at short notice as I live in Desford.  Also, being a u3a member, there 
is no charge for the presentation, just travel expenses. 

 
 

Network Link Meeting – Wednesday 16th February AM 
Hilary Jones, the Chair of Network Link – aimed at getting all u3a Networks (and others) sharing 
ideas – has opened up the next meeting to representatives of any u3a that wish to attend.  
Hilary’s message reads: “A Happy New Year to you all.  I attach the invitation to this next 
meeting plus the programme. Please do cascade the information to all your member u3as, it 
would be great to attract those not involved at the moment - they need to know what they 
are missing!”  A PDF is enclosed with the details including how to register. 
 

 
 

Newsletter Peer Support Group 
The next meeting of the above group will be by Zoom on Monday 31st January starting at 2:00pm.  
If your newsletter editor/compiler/contributors wish to take part they will be made very 
welcome.  Discussion will cover everything from topics suitable/unsuitable for inclusion to why 
you shouldn’t use a yellow background to articles.  Just send an email to Roger, email . 

https://www.u3a.org.uk/events/educational-events
https://u3asites.org.uk/landr
mailto:coordinator@landru3a.org.uk


 
 
 
 

 
December 2021 
 

Wishing you all a happy Christmas and a healthy and peaceful 2022 
 
At the end of another challenging year for u3as I am delighted that most 
u3as are now far more active and that face to face meetings are taking place, 
though we are, of course now facing further challenges. Committee 
members and group convenors have continued to work so hard to keep things going in a Covid safe 
way, for the benefit of members.  
 
Just a further reminder about all the help and advice available on the national website. Work is 
ongoing to make it more user friendly so that you can actually find what you need! There is also 
information about workshops and events. The national newsletter also keeps members up to date 
and can be signed up for on the website. As you know, there have been unavoidable and regrettable 
delays with the current issue of TAM, so the newsletter is the best source of information at the 
moment. 
 
Tech Support 
 

I am delighted that John Butler, of Ravenshead u3a, has taken on the role of Tech Adviser for our 
region. Below are his contact details and information about sources of help and support. 
  
Tech Team Website - https://u3asites.org.uk/code/u3asite.php?site=1144&page=0 
  
Facebook Page https://www.facebook.com/groups/1002726203847774/ 
  
John’s contact email : ravensheadu3a@gmail.com  
  
"Let's Talk Tech" weekly Drop-in Sessions are held on Wednesdays from 13.00-14.30 to discuss issues 
around Hybrid Meetings. Zoom link details are below.  
  
Meeting ID: 819 9315 3499   Passcode: 754565 
 

Recruitment and Retention  
 
Whilst I am aware that some u3as are already finding new members and welcoming back lapsed 
ones, many u3as are still struggling with low numbers and finding sufficient committee members. 
Can I remind you about the Recruitment and Retention Toolkit, which has many different guides full 
of ideas tried by successful u3as. Search for ‘Recruitment Toolkit’ on the national website. 
 
New u3a 
 
Well done to everyone involved in this! The two u3as of Market Harborough and South 
Leicestershire are merging to form one Harborough Welland u3a and this will launch at the start of 

u3a East Midlands Trustee  
Newsletter   

 

 

https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fu3asites.org.uk%2Fcode%2Fu3asite.php%3Fsite%3D1144%26page%3D0&data=04%7C01%7Cjean.hogg%40u3a.org.uk%7C473c1049f2094ea9998008d9a84bdd15%7C8ba44ae7c27743f69ffd1eeac5a8c804%7C0%7C0%7C637725866057792842%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=IohlKEadA5GA2GYmHk7b5M3e6jRZPP0Rs5Q3e2EV81A%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fgroups%2F1002726203847774%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cjean.hogg%40u3a.org.uk%7C473c1049f2094ea9998008d9a84bdd15%7C8ba44ae7c27743f69ffd1eeac5a8c804%7C0%7C0%7C637725866057802838%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=FxAJOgL2cg9%2F3ZHXWfLcZVPUPl0tp2w0EgGB7KxNL4o%3D&reserved=0


January. Discussions and negotiations have been taking place between the trustees of both u3as, 
with the overwhelming support of members, to share their skills and expertise and raise awareness 
in the community of the joys of u3a. 
 
40th Anniversary 
 
Details of events planned over next year to celebrate 40 years of the u3a movement will be available 
very soon on the website. Do make your members aware of what is happening. The year is a great 
opportunity to make u3a far better known to the general public. Already almost 4000 trees have 
been bought for the u3a wood. If you haven’t bought yours yet head for the Brand Centre!  
Another suggestion is that u3a members gather for picnics in their local park on 2st June, the day 
before the Queen’s Jubilee. This would be a very visible way of celebrating our movement and also 
‘piggy back’ onto other events. Some u3as are creating flower displays and pots around their 
communities in blue and yellow. 
 
Publicity workshops 
 
More than 50 people recently attended the Publicity and Recruitment workshops and were given 
inspiration and many ideas for raising the profile of u3as and attracting new members. I am very 
grateful to Sue Stokes and Paul Martinez for providing them. Though we do not have a regional PR 
Adviser, there are many u3as with someone with responsibility for publicity. I think it would be very 
helpful if each Network, that does not have one already, could have a Peer Support group for these 
members and hope that could be discussed at forthcoming Network meetings. 
 
East Midlands website 
 
Some of you may not even realise that we have a website for the East Midlands but we do! I am very 
grateful to webmaster Peter Edge, who keeps it up to date. Do take a look at it and if you have items   
that you would like to make available to a wider audience than your Network website, please do let 
me have them. 
www.eastmidlandsu3as.org.uk 
 
Please let me know if you think you may be interested in becoming my successor as Regional 
Trustee. I am very happy to discuss the role which is busy but also stimulating, interesting and 
enjoyable. 
 
I can be contacted on: jean.hogg@u3a.org.uk    or phone: 0744 322 1688 
 
Jean Hogg     Trustee East Midlands                            
                                                                                             
 
 

The Third Age Trust 
Tel: 0208 466 6139                www.u3a.org.uk 
156 Blackfriars Road, London, SE1 8EN 
Registered Charity: 288007    Registered Company: 1759471     
 

 

http://www.eastmidlandsu3as.org.uk/
mailto:jean.hogg@u3a.org.uk
http://www.u3a.org.uk/


 
 

Be taken back to Saturday evenings in the 1960s when those lucky enough to have 
a black & white television eagerly awaited the iconic JBJ theme tune and for David 
Jacobs to utter those familiar words  “Good evening and welcome once again to 
another session of Juke Box Jury”.  Your Saturday teatime highlight was underway. 
 

This presentation starts with a 10/15-minute background to Juke Box Jury and 
setting the scene.  By waking memories, the “studio” audience is “transported” back 
to the 60s, ready for… 
 

…Juke Box Jury – The Presentation.  With 4 members of the audience 
as the voting panel, we’ll hear some familiar and some forgotten songs 
from the 1960s.  The panel will give some comments about the songs 
and then vote whether they should be a HIT or MISS (irrespective of 
what actually happened). In the event of a tie, the “studio” audience 
become the extended jury and have their say. Whatever the outcome 
I will provide some facts about each song.  The emphasis throughout 
will be on fun and a lot of laughter can be expected, especially if the 
judges play their part well.  Total time approximately 1 hour. 

 

Additional versions based on the 1970s, Christmas songs and songs from 40 years ago 
will be available during 2022. 

 

PLEASE NOTE:  The “set” takes about 1 hour to put together so early access to the 
meeting venue is essential.  All necessary equipment including sound system is 
provided. The only additional requirements are a 13amp socket, 4 small tables for 
the panel and host to sit at and to hold the voting display console, and 5 chairs. 
As I am a u3a member there is no charge for this presentation, just transport costs. 

 

For further information please contact your host Roger Prescott at 
jukeboxjurypresentation@gmail.com or on 07984 400605 

 

 

A TELEVISual MUSICAL EXPERIENCE 
 

that’s Juke Box Jury 
 

} 

 

mailto:jukeboxjurypresentation@gmail.com


Message from Jenny Mallin – Potential Speaker 
 
I wonder if I may be considered for future Zoom talks?  I am an author and public speaker 
of a book which covers five generations of my British Raj family. 
 
My charges for a Zoom talk will stay the same as before, that is £65.00 for a 55 minute 
talk with Q&A afterwards. 
 
My list of talks are attached here: 
 
Talks 
 
A grandmother’s legacy: the early days How Benjamin Hardy in 1798, a seventh generation 
weaver ancestor of Jenny Mallin from Mirfield in Yorkshire, sails to Madras with his British 
Army unit, fights for the next 22 years in India and decides to settle his family there for 
the next five generations.  Through new research I have been able to offer more on the 
three ancestors that has an ancestry going back to the 17th century.  They were all in the 
British Army and came from different backgrounds.  This is a more in depth look at the 
start of the ancestors with a storyline which brings together the reasons for my family 
being linked to the British Raj. 
 
Testimonial from Thrapston U3A (Paul Ollett Speaker Secretary) "Jenny is certainly a very 
able speaker as well as an accomplished authoress of a prestigious award for “Best Cook 
Book of the Year” 2017. A fitting reward to have recognition for a book that she had 
written and published herself.  She is a wonderfully engaging lady to listen to and has 
many different talks in her repertoire, she is inspirational and would be a very welcome 
guest for a future talk.  
  
 
A grandmother’s legacy: the 170 year old recipe book A large leather bound book, which 
was started off by my great great, great grandmother, Wilhelmina Hardy in 1844 
containing her Portuguese / German / English family recipes was then handed down to 
her daughter who did the same, and that book kept on getting handed down from 
generation to generation (my talk centres on the recipes, the history of those recipes and 
how that book evolves with each generation reflecting where the grandmothers were 
living at that time (i.e. we come across an early version of the coroma curry which great 
great grandma Maud wrote in 1900). 
 
"170 year old recipe book talk to Waterlooville U3A   Good evening Jenny.....thank you so 
much for your very interesting talk this afternoon. I thought you may appreciate a few 
feedback comments received afterwards:  Thank you for today's fascinating talk. I really 
enjoyed the talk on Grandma’s recipes.  It was put together very professionally and was 
easy to follow. I am now inspired to do some Indian curries at home. Thank you for sharing 
your interesting family history with us. Many thanks for arranging another great talk this 
afternoon.  Another very good talk. She was excellent, we really enjoyed it.   With my very 
best wishes, Jo..." 
 
"170 year old recipe book talk to Horndean U3A   Hi Jenny, Thank you I really enjoyed your 
talk.  So interesting, with a little railway history knowledge and genealogy thrown in.  
Perfect!    I have a similar stack of recipe books and family trees, handed down from in 



laws and grandmothers.  You have inspired me to get them out and go through them.  
Your book has gone onto the birthday wish list!  Thank you  Sue Dobson, Horndean U3A" 
 
A grandmother’s legacy: my ancestors professions in the British Raj A detailed talk with 
fascinating sepia photographs provide the audience with interesting facts about the 
history of the infrastructure of India and the various professions of her grandfathers on 
the Indian railways, telegraph, founder of one of the first English medium schools in India 
and the military involvement of two of her great grandfathers who fought in the third 
Anglo Mysore war. all seen through the eyes of their granddaughter (Jenny Mallin). 
 
Thrapston U3A Paul Ollett, Speaker Secretary.  "Those who saw the talk by Jenny Mallin 
were well rewarded with a presentation which grasped one’s attention and held it firmly 
for an hour as we were taken on a well-illustrated journey to many parts of the Indian 
sub-continent..." 
 
A grandmother’s legacy: the memsahibs and their servants We discover the very first 
memsahibs to set foot into India in 1617, and how a fair amount of hoodwinking by these 
ladies who travelled out to the East Indies at a time when the East India Company 
expressly forbade women to do this.  We learn of the fishing fleet ladies, those English 
young women of marriageable age who soon found themselves faced with the social 
stigma of spinsterhood that were now looked upon as objects of pity as fate had dealt 
them an unlucky hand and their only way to gain a hand in marriage was to go in search of 
a husband, and quickly!  We learn of the challenges that lay ahead for them in running a 
household and the considerations that they would need to bear in mind when hiring their 
servants. 
 
"Tendring U3A"  Karen, Speaker Co-ordinator   
Hi Jenny,  Thank you so very much for today’s talk on "The Memsahibs and their Servants" 
which was extremely enjoyable.   Not only was it full of interesting facts, information and 
good visuals but your delivery was excellent, not too fast (as has been experienced by 
other speakers).  I will keep your details on file for future events." 
 
"Bishops Cleeve U3A" Joan Hall, Speaker Secretary Our thanks again Jenny for your time 
and giving us such an insight into the life of a Memsahib in the British Raj. 
I know how much our members enjoyed your Memsahibs talk - here's a selection of their 
comments -  “so interesting”  “fascinating”  “Jenny’s talk really brought it all to life”  “very 
informative and well constructed”  “had heard a talk about the ‘Fishing Fleet’ but the rest 
was new to me, brilliant”    “such a joy listening to what Jenny had to tell”  ..........  such 
comments speak for themselves I think. 
 
"Chichester U3A Chairman, Maureen Doyle" 
What a lovely and fascinating talk you gave us on the Memsahibs and their Servants last 
week and I really hope the speaker's team selects another one for the future. These talks 
are always so much  more interesting if there is a personal connection and you have 
obviously delved deep into your own family's history. 
 
A grandmother’s legacy: my great aunt Constance My great aunt Constance was a 
woman of high social status, a wife of a British official, born in 1898 this is her account of 
her life in Burma and the story of a civilian trek in 1942 involving thousands of people who 
had to face for the first time in their lives, an arduous hike across some of the world's 



most treacherous terrain, dealing with monsoon climatic rivers, jungles and steep 
mountain ranges and dangerous wildlife.  We learn how Rangoon was at that time the 
world's busiest immigration port with millions arriving into this rich, stylish and exciting 
destination and how Burma was recognised as the most beautiful country in South East 
Asia.  We discover how living in Rangoon throughout its heyday of the 1930s meant a 
charmed life, one that was filled with opulence, bon viveur and style.  We then learn how 
life can change overnight and the juxtapose of a situation where there was no possibility 
of turning back but only in moving forward.  
  
"Rye & District National Trust Association, Maggie Brown (President):  Jenny, Thank you 
for a really wonderful and illuminating talk on My Great Aunt Constance, a subject that 
most of us had no knowledge of..."    
 
"Stourbridge U3A, Brenda Stevenson (Speaker Secretary):  Dear Jenny, Lots of praise is 
coming in from the Members to you about this morning's talk on My Great Aunt 
Constance.  Very well presented and absolutely full of interest. Thank you very much 
indeed.  We hope to hear some more in the future..." 
 
A grandmother's legacy: Full steam ahead With ancestors who were in India at the very 
beginning of the steam trains starting up in the Indian subcontinent, as well as those 
whose professions on the railway were held in high esteem by the railway companies 
themselves, we learn how life was for my grandfather who grew up on a railway colony, 
the first of its kind in India which proved to be an exemplar and one in which set a 
precedent for future ones to be established.  Kipling remarked how that particular railway 
colony was  "a paragon of European enterprise in the heart of India, laid out with military 
precision; each house with its share of garden, its red-brick path, its growth of trees and 
its neat little wicket gate."  With a highly visual presentation of steam trains, we learn how 
obstacles were overcome with civil engineering achievements to provide a suitable way 
for trains to travel along a series of mountains with 1:37 gradients all with the aim of 
trading commodities for the East India Company.  This talk details the opening up of a 
country which up until the railway was only possible by bullock cart due to the varied 
landscape, climate and conditions of the roads.  We end with a light hearted look at the 
difficulties faced by the author thirty years ago when trying to buy a train ticket in India. 
 
A grandmother's legacy: my family history 
A complete insight how five generations of a family lived as Domiciled Anglo Indians with 
British ancestry on both sides of the family for almost two hundred years in India during 
the British Raj.  We discover the early ancestors' story of military battles in the 18th 
century and how future generations were involved in professions on the railway, 
education and medicine whilst tagging on the story of the grandmothers and their lives 
seen through the eyes of their granddaughter.  There are wonderful family sepia images 
throughout this particular talk with anecdotes and historical facts, data and records 
which will intrigue both family historians but also those who are interested in learning 
more about how life was for those living in British India.   This talk provides a fascinating 
glimpse into a real family, real stories and how history ran parallel in their own lives, the 
best way to describe this popular presentation with vivid images is that the audience is 
treated to a snippet of each of my talks to such an extent that you feel you are 
discovering all the chapters of a book in one talk. 
  



My Family History talk Testimonial from West Surrey Family History Society  
<lesley_hall@rocketmail.com> Hi Jenny,  I just wanted to thank you again, on behalf of the 
West Surrey Family History Society, for your very interesting talk yesterday.  The 
numerous photographs brought to life the history of your family, which seems to have 
been involved in some rather interesting periods of history, and we have received quite 
an amount of positive feedback from the attendees. 
 
My Family History talk Testimonial from Notts Family History Society's President Peter 
Hammond This talk takes us on a fascinating journey from Mirfield in Yorkshire to the hot 
climes of India. Through a wonderful legacy of photographs and ephemera, along with 
original research into a variety of archives, Jenny's family history is a mini-version of the 
development of India itself. Highly recommended. 
 
Family History talk Testimonial from London Family History Society 
<pamcham26@gmail.com> Dear Jenny,  Thank you for your fascinating talk to our Virtual 
Branch yesterday evening. The stories of your female ancestors shown through the 
wonderful cookbook that they passed down were most enjoyable. How lucky you are to 
have the cookbook and such a heritage! 
 
A grandmother’s legacy: Serendipity follows me on my journey 
Through a short and fascinating glimpse into the lives of my ancestors, we learn more 
about my own journey in the realisation that with both parents now elderly and frail, that 
the passing of their lives would mark the end of an era of those generations which went 
before me who were part of a chapter of British Indian history.   This talk is truly inspiring 
for anyone who recognises the importance of preserving a family heritage, it's also an 
entertaining presentation in which we discover the ambitious lengths one would go in 
order to achieve the impossible and the outcome of one's efforts in a positive and 
delightful way.  Serendipitious stories which reflect the journey from start to finish 
enhances this charming illustrative talk. 
 
Serendipity talk to Pershore U3A (Chairman Jill Wilson) "Dear jenny, Your talk was 
excellent and really appreciated by our u3a members.  It was not only interesting and 
entertaining but it also covered lots of material with pertinent illustrations. Your personal 
perspective was an added bonus. Brilliant! " 
 
Serendipity talk to Buttercross Ladies Probus Club (Chairman Jacquie Pearce-Gervis) 
"Dear Jenny, Thank you so much for a fascinating talk to our little group today.  What a 
"journey", and you have really only just started on it!  We did so much appreciate you 
giving up your time to talk to us.  Your talk left us with goosebumps, thank you once 
again." 
 
A grandmother's legacy: my travels around India An intriguing and entertaining vignette of 
some of my travels around India (of which there have been over twenty five trips during 
the past thirty years).  This is a talk which will suit those who have already thought India 
to be an interesting place to see, but may just be a little apprehensive.  The audience 
discovers how India is a land of many cultures, heritages, languages and religions but we 
also learn about the good heart of the Indians.  We see how a friendly face and smile 
acknowledges that you are seen not as a stranger but simply someone who looks 
interesting to talk with.  There are amusing anecdotes throughout, from the arduous task 
of just purchasing a train ticket to stories which have demonstrated the kindness of a 

mailto:lesley_hall@rocketmail.com
mailto:pamcham26@gmail.com


stranger.  We learn of, the superstitious side to a nation and gain an insight into how much 
India has changed since 1990 with the progression of technology.  This is a talk which 
goes far beyond a travel brochure, it sets the right expectations in anyone's mind who 
needs to feel that they have experienced India for themselves! 
 
"My travels around India talk to Odiham District U3A  (John Charlewood)  We had a 
fascinating and very enjoyable morning in Jenny's company and I can thoroughly 
recommend her talk...".  
 
"My travels around India talk to Wokingham U3A  (Glynis Leeson)  I have received several 
emails from our members saying how much they enjoyed your talk.   Interestingly, quite a 
few of our members have connections with India. I will definitely keep your details on file 
as it would be great to hear another of your talks. Thank you once again..."  
 
“My travels around India talk to Limebrook Maldon U3A (Jess Patient) Thank you for your 
excellent talk yesterday which was much enjoyed by Limebrook Maldon u3a members!  
Your personal experiences and anecdotes brought to life a country which has always 
seemed to me full of paradox.   I will certainly keep you in mind for any future Zoom 
talks..." 
 
Walking into Grandmother's kitchen at Christmas - a British Raj lifestyle 
This talk centres around my family's traditions at Christmas, how the festive season was 
enjoyed by those who were living in a country which was part of the British Raj.  We 
explore and discover how enticed they were by those exotic ingredients found in India, 
which with the help and careful consideration of their native cook, produced a different 
kind of cuisine.  Through the pages of the old cookery book dating back to 1844, we 
uncover family recipes which were so loved and enjoyed over five generations, which 
provide a fascinating insight into those unusual recipe names which are alliterative with 
titles such as Ding Ding Fry and Rumble Tumble! We also get a good idea as to how they 
entertained, and how their social calendars were filled with tea dances, balls and social 
evenings which started on Christmas Eve and went right through to twelfth night.   This is 
a heartwarming talk which displays a nation of people who are ready to embrace other 
cultures and religions (for example 2% of people living in India are Christians and yet 
100% of its people celebrate Christmas together as one)...   
 
Testimonial from Malvern U3A 
“Walking into Grandmother’s kitchen in 1940s Madras” 
Good morning, Jenny.   Thank you so much for your second excellent Zoom presentation 
to Malvern U3A “Walking into Grandmother’s Kitchen in 1940s Madras”.    It’s always a 
good sign to get questions or comments after one of my talks, and we found your festive 
talk brought about some really positive thoughts around a time when everyone has been 
challenged globally.  You will have been aware from the ranges of questions following your 
talk that everyone thoroughly appreciated your presentation.  We thoroughly enjoyed 
your Christmas talk and we look forward to more in the future!  My very best thanks, Jeff 
Thorogood, Speakers Organizer, Malvern U3A.  



Network Link Meeting 16th February 2022 via Zoom 

 

You are invited to a virtual Network Link Meeting on 16th February 2022 using 

Zoom. It will start at 10.00am and last for 2.5 hours.  

There will be presentations from Liz Thackray, Stuart Murray and Allan Walmsley 

Included will be a short Q and A after each presentation then discussion time in 

breakout rooms. There will be a short comfort break in the middle. We hope that 

you will join us for what should be an informative morning. 

Please sign up for this meeting by contacting Avis, by the 13th February 2022, at 

u3anetworklinkmeeting@gmail.com . Please include the names of attendees, 

their email addresses and which network they are from. At the moment we 

are not limiting the number of attendees from each network. 

The link to the meeting will be sent out to each attendee just before the meeting. 

Your support will be welcomed. 

 

The Network Link Team 

mailto:u3anetworklinkmeeting@gmail.com


Network Link meeting 16th February 2022 on zoom – 10am 

start 

 

Programme: 

10.00  Welcome, apologies and housekeeping 

 

Presentations: – 

10.10     Development of a future Strategy                  Allan Walmsley 

10.40     Ask not what the Trust can do for you, ask what you can do for  

             the Trust                                                    Liz Thackray                                          

11.10     Lessons from networking – case studies from Wales and  

      Chester                                                       Stuart Murray 

11.40     Comfort Break 

11.45     Breakout rooms 

12.15     Plenary 

12.30     Farewell 
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